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LETTERS

EDITORIAL

What Really Endangers Wildlife

IN the 23rd consecutive annual Wildlife Essay Contest, in which

students in the fifth through twelfth grades in schools all over Vir-

ginia participated, a senior at Chincoteague High School took top

honors and the $1,000 scholarship award. Our congratulations to

Samuel Maurice Bowden! We also congratulate the other winners

of the 216 prizes awarded for various categories of excellence.

The theme for the 1969-70 contest was "What Endangers Wildlife

In Virginia," and many excellent papers were submitted on the sub-

ject. But there was one disturbing fact. Not all, by any means, but

entirely ton many of the students reached the conclusion that the

human hunter is one of the major threats to wildlife. This is in no

sense a criticism of the students. What students in the fifth through

twelfth grades believe about resource conservation is what they have

been taught to believe, and unfortunately the belief that hunters are

a serious threat to wildlife resources is one that still seems to be

held by many in the older generations as well as by students. To the

extent this view is held, conservation communication has been in-

adequate and conservation education has failed to get an important

principle across.

The fact is that hunters and fishermen were the first people to

protest and condemn the destruction of America's forests, soils,

streams, and wildlife resources. They were first because their knowl-

edge of the outdoors made them aware of what was happening when

others were not. They demanded that state game and fish agencies be

established, and they alone provide the financial support for those

agencies.

No species in America today is threatened by legal hunting.

Wherever suitable environment is preserved, there also will wildlife

be preserved, whether it is subject to legal hunting or not. Wherever

wildlife habitat is destroyed, contaminated, or otherwise degraded,

there also will wildlife be destroyed or endangered, whether it is

subject to legal hunting or not. And wherever a high quality human
environment is preserved, there also will wildlife habitat and wild-

life be preserved.

How do we get these simple but absolutely fundamental conserva-

tion principles across?—J. F. Mc.

Notice to Subscribers

AFTER holding the line during ten years of rising

costs we finally must announce, reluctantly, an in-

crease in the subscription price of Virginia Wildlife.

Effective July 1, 1970, subscriptions will be $2.00

for one year or $5.00 for three years.

Subscription orders accompanied by checks pay-

able to the Treasurer of Virginia received in Rich-

mond on or before June 30 will be accepted at the

old rates. Subscribers may extend present subscrip-

tions, regardless of expiration date, at the old rates

provided they do so by June 30.

Litter Spoils Streams

I am writing this letter to ask a favor of you.

Even though I live in North Carolina, I have

found your trout water far superior to any we

have here. Most of my fishing is done in

Kibler Valley due to its accessibility. The

favor I wish to ask concerns this particular

area.

During my outings last year, I noticed that

many persons had thrown trash into the river

or along the road. Is there any way that your

department can place garbage containers along

the road or at specific pull-off areas? These

pull-off areas seem to be the points at which

most of the refuse is thrown. Several fellow-

fishermen and I spend quite a lot of time at

Kibler, and we hate to see this place become

another garbage dump like so many of our

streams in the mountains.

I realize that I am only one individual, but

I can list many Carolinians who spend $15.00

a year to fish in your trout streams due to

the great job of stocking that you have done.

G. Lloyd Eastlack

Madison, N. C.

There are still some people who have not

learned their outdoors manners. Garbage cans

do not help much. Mainly they attract ac-

cumulations of litter thrown at them rather

than in them. Our highway department spends

hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to keep

roadsides and pull-off areas cleaned up. This

year the General Assembly passed a bill

which would require a one year suspension of

hunting or fishing license for anyone caught

littering while hunting or fishing.—Ed.

Evening Grosbeaks

FOR the last three years we have had evening

grosbeaks feed at our bird feeders. This year

there have been between forty and fifty of

these birds. One Saturday as we watched

them swooping from one feeder to the other,

one of them flew right into the back glass

of our truck. My husband went out and

brought him into the house. We thought he

was dead, but my husband put a couple of

drops of water on his head and carefully

stroked his breast and in a few minutes we
saw a faint sign of life. The tip of his top

bill was broken so badly that it had to be

cut off and we were afraid he would never

eat again. We kept him in the house for two

days, and although he could not eat well he

managed to get some of the smaller seeds

shoveled into his mouth. On Monday morning

we had to turn him outdoors when we went

to work. For over a week when we got home
he would come to the back step, and we
would feed him there. Since then we have not

been able to pick him from others positively,

but are sure from the way one bird feeds that

it is "our bird." He has never come back to

the step.

Mrs. William S. Dunn
Toano



By KATHERINE W. MOSELEY
Rixeyville

Va. State Chamber of Commerce photo by Flournoy

THE ruffed grouse, king of North American upland

game birds, is a mysterious bird of dappled, stippled

beauty. It may disappear in a second if sighted as its

intricately mottled plumage exactly matches the broken

colors and shadows of the splotchy background of the forest

where it lives. Or—the bird may boldly strut across a

woodsy path with high head and ruffed dignity completely

indifferent to observers. We have seen both on our acres.

This abnormal bird behavior bewildered the first ex-

plorers of New England and later of Virginia. The roar of

guns was unknown so the birds were innocently unafraid

of man. The explorers, astounded at such free and easy game,

called them "fool hens" regardless of sex. Naive, yes, but

stupid, no. The birds, known in the north as partridges and
in the.south as pheasants, quickly learned about guns.

The ruffed grouse is a hardy dweller of hill country with

dark, dense forests, heavy thickets and many root-drowned

trees in swamps or river bottoms. Usually only a lone

hunter or. a patient naturalist may observe the bird in its

chosen setting. If disturbed the large roar of powerful

wings may be as unnerving to the solitary man as was the

first gunfirg to the birds.

Yet we have had a male ruffed grouse nonchalantly

scratch and find grain under the bird feeder in our yard
on a winter day and a more handsome boarder we have
never had. The upper parts of his body are reddish-chestnut

varied with gray and yellowish-brown. The underparts are

yellow tinged, barred with dark brown. Both sexes are

crested, though the feathers on the top of the males' heads

are more prominent.

The bird gets its name from the ruff of feathers on the

sides of the male's neck which are large tufts of glossy,

greenish feathers. The smaller ruff of the female is dull.

Their tails are fan-shaped of a warmish tawny brown,

barred with black. They wear a quiet blend of Nature's

brindled colors that seems exactly right for birds of the

wilderness.

They are sturdy ground birds with grubbing bills and

stout, scratching feet. Their diet varies with the seasons on

the land they claim as home territory. The young are

largely insectivorous—eating grasshoppers, cut worms, some

beetles, ants, spiders, grubs and caterpillars. The adults

have both animal and vegetable food in their diet with heavy

emphasis on fruits including wild berries of all kinds as

well as seeds. In autumn and winter as insects become

scarce the diet of all the grouse is vegetable matter such as

seeds, dried fruits, buds and leaves. Hunters have learned

that apple orchards make good hunting grounds because of

the birds' fondness for the fallen, dried apples. Birch,

willow, laurel and other buds are their winter's food staple

which helps their survival in the cold north where deep snows

occur. Nature was kind to the ruffed grouse by providing

scaly fringes that appear every winter on their feet which

give support like snowshoes as they walk on the snow.

The ruffed grouse would be called a roving resident

rather than a migrant. Seldom do they wander far from the

territory that is home. We have a Drummer Boy in the

woods on the hill above the house and there is another who

claims the land across the Hazel River from us. So far as we

know each respects the other's territorial rights.

It took us some time to realize that the rocking beat of a

distant drum we often heard was not the pounding of the

pileated woodpecker on a hollow tree, nor was it the ham-

mering at a house under construction. The sound was a

deep thump, thump, of a rolling tattoo always heard from

up the hill. We heard it most often in the spring but occa-
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sionally in the autumn and even on a clear, moderate winter

day. Now we know that we listened to the non-vocal song

of the male ruffed grouse.

Many stories have been told of how the grouse beats his

drum. One version has it that the wings are rapidly struck

against the body of the bird; others contend that the wings

are flapped together over the body of the bird. The truth is

as strange as the versions. It has been proved by observa-

tion of scientists with slow-motion movies that the whirring

wings strike nothing; the drumming sound is produced by

vibrations set up in the air by the rapid movement of the

wings. Under favorable conditions the sound will carry a

mile.

The drumming serves three purposes for the male, a

challenge to rivals, a mating call for females, and an ex-

pression of sheer vigor and joy of living.

The female never drums but all the hens within hearing

distance of the lovesong usually respond. This is quite a

triumph for the male as he is a lusty polygamist. One

solemn, determined, little hen almost walked across our

feet as she made her way as in a daze toward the drum-

ming on the hill.

It seems that the male grouse prefers to use the same

fallen log or a large flat rock as a drumming stand for many
years. Here he struts, back and forth, halting to listen,

before strutting again. When he finally is still the throat

to forage for food. When she leaves the nest she covers it

with leaves as camouflage. If alarmed while on the nest she

rises directly from the ground with a great sweep of wings

which makes the leaves fly and thus cover the eggs.

The incubation period is about three weeks. The young

chicks can walk soon after their down is dry so the mother

leads them away from the telltale cast-off shells to a safer

hiding place. She teaches them to scratch to hunt for in-

sects, to huddle or freeze in danger and to learn her warning

cry which means to scatter and hide.

For about a week after hatching she broods them under

her wings at night for dry warmth. Many true stories have

been told of the mother's heroic defense of her young which

may be active aggression, feigning a broken wing, or body

injury. As the feathers grow the young birds learn to fly

and become more independent. By autumn they are nearly

fullgrown and the wayward father perhaps has joined the

family group which remains a loosely banded flock through

the winter.

Their strange behavior never makes sense. Hunters swear

they are the wariest and trickiest birds in the forest but

twice we have had to stop the car in our country lane to let

several pass in front of us. Others in the country have told

us of their seeming lack of fear. A neighbor saw one

perched on a low limb of a tree which he carefully lifted,

stroked its feathers, before placing it on the ground where

Often called "partridge" in the

northern part of its range and
"pheasant" in tlie South, Old Ruff

is second to none among North
American upland game birds.

Photo by L. L. Rue, III

ruffs flare and the tail is spread out flat on the log or rock.

The wings are brought forward and back slowly a few

times but accelerate in energy until the blur of wing move-

ment and the primeval rhythm seem as one.

The ruffed grouse hen is a model mother who alone con-

structs a nest of old leaves, a few feathers, grass and weeds
in dense underbrush, alongside a log, or at the base of a

tree. There may be from nine to twelve dull, brown-

speckled eggs. She begins incubation when the last egg is

laid so that the hatching will be close together. The sitting

bird covers her eggs and so resembles her background that

she becomes almost invisible.

She remains on the nest constantly except for short trips

it whirred off in a flurry of wings.

Whether they be "fool hens" or "drummer boys" there is

certainly charm in their inexplicable strangeness. Ruffed

grouse are the drum corps musicians in the bird orchestra

that can drum without a drum. The other famous drummer,

the woodpecker, needs a resonant dry limb of a tree for an

instrument.

The lovesong of Drummer Boy is no tender, musical lyric

but the message comes through. There is exuberance in each

declaratory beat of the autumn and winter drumming.

Somehow no other wild bird captures quite so well the

freshness, the greatness, and awed awareness of the forest,

in its music.

MAY, 1970



ECOLOGY: Next Big Domestic Issue?

By BILL WEEKES
Martinsville

YOU think about a lot of things when you're just out

walking in the woods. We did a lot of this during my
family's annual Thanksgiving visit to my mother-in-

law's in the Roebuck section of Spartanburg, South Carolina.

I took my three-year-old boy out with me on a Sunday

when all the shooting had been stilled. I had not brought a

gun with me from my Martinsville. Virginia, home this year.

My relatives' land comprises about ten acres of pine forest

and 30 or so acres of deciduous woodland which is severed

by a steep ravine through which trickles a creek.

We set out in the direction of the old barn, a good stone's

throw from the house. The boy. Billy, followed several steps

behind. Behind him tagged Demo, my mother-in-law's big

black Labrador retriever, and three cats (strangely, these

cats followed us like canines)

.

We trekked through chest-high broom sage. I "cut" a trail

with my body. Soon we passed a group of cedar, each

speckled with little clumps of brown rust, and then into the

forest of loblolly pine.

The forest floor was soft, carpeted with brown needles. The

pines were lined in rows forming lanes. All was still. The

morning sun, sprinkling off" the top branches, cut squares of

bright orange on the needled carpet. In a Disney picture, or

a Kipling story, animals would be peeking around tree trunks

and lying behind bushes, talking to one another. But in real

life, animals are wild, rather diffident sorts. Mankind has

made them wild and uncommunicative.

Suppose, I ruminated, I were an Adam. Suppose mankind

had never existed and I were the lone human witness of

this time and of this space we call reality on earth. Would
this near absence of Hnmn sapiens have made wild animals

any less "wild" after all? Would free animals, never having

met man, trust man upon first confrontation, or would some

inbred wariness existing in creatures to protect them make
itself manifest when even a gunless man arrived on the

scene?

Man, because of his superior intelligence and monstrous

ego (either the result or manifestation of his intelligence),

has raped the world of many of its singular creatures. One
would think the benefits of intelligence would inspire man
to prevent these departures, to preserve the fauna's re-

maining diversity. But man has seemed insulted there be

anything unspoiled, untarnished in the wild. He has seemed

gripped by an insurmountable temptation to show he has

been everywhere, like a Kilroy. Wanting to be a god, he

has strived to be ubiquitous.

We walked through the pine lanes, the boy several paces

behind, the dog and cats several yards ahead now. It wasn't

long before we came upon a row of pine I remember were
a great deal smaller three years ago. I remember that was
the year one of the hunters who had come along with me and

my brother-in-law had shot a barn owl out of one of those

pines. It was the first time I had ever seen someone shoot a

bird of prey deliberately. A couple years ago in Chatham
County I witnessed a farmer (of all people) kill a small hawk
with his shotgun while he was impatiently awaiting dove to

come along. I was repulsed by these wanton acts.

Man is the only animal capable of eliminating a species

on which he preys. I wondered how many more species

would be gone by the time my boy became somebody's old

man, yea, somebody's granddad. Buffalo Bill boasted of hav-

ing slaughtered 4,280 buffaloes in 17 months. One may
thank God this "hero" finally died. The bison are now back

to decent numbers. Two Icelandic fishermen heard where

the last two auks were and went and skulled these invaluable

trophies. Where now is the ivory-billed woodpecker, the

passenger pigeon? Where goest the brown pelican, the

grizzly bear, the whooping crane, the alligator, the everglade

kite, the Labrador duck, the dusty seaside sparrow? We
could go on and on.

Since the time of Christ 107 species of mammals and more

than a 100 different kinds of birds and reptiles each have

been eliminated. One third of this number—let's say close

to 75 species—have copped out since 1900 alone. In this

century one species of something or other per year has gone

to that great refuge in the sky, never to be seen by man
again.

Over a couple knolls we came to where pines were growing

more haphazardly. They were older trees, not planted in

neat rows. Their dead lower limbs had to be torn off before

one could go through them. In the occasional clearings amidst

these older pine grew patches of briars The boy whined

with discomfort.

"What are all these stickers? They shouldn't put them up,"

he pouted. I told him to put his hands in his pockets, turn

around and edge backwards through the small sections of

briars, letting them scratch harmlessly off his clothes. Maybe

I could have said something sage like one can't expect a

journey to be too easy, too soft and straight all the time.

Ecology. That's the coming thing. It will be this country's

next big domestic issue. Federalism, manifest destiny, slavery,

fratricide, reconstruction, gold, yellow journalism, prohibi-

tion, depression. New Dealism, McCarthyism, atomic energy,

space, civil rights—next, ecology. What is it?

Succinctly, ecology is the animal kingdom's relationship

to its own environment. How do animals relate to their sur-

roundings? What and how do variable factors in the en-

vironment affect birth and death rate, feeding, breeding

and other animal activities?

Some clearings amid the pine were the homes of black

birch seedling and sweet gum trees. The branches of the

sweet gum were lined with corky ridges. Some of the tree's

star-shaped leaves were still discernible on the ground. A big

blue jay flew over and lit atop a pine, preening itself.

Youth these days are "digging" ecology. Courses in the

subject are springing up in colleges throughout the country.

The subject is being expanded to include "the animal man"
and his growing problem of a shrinking world. Youth are

concerned about DDT and other insecticide contamination,

pollution of water, swallowing up of wilderness and preser-"

tion of species. Pressure is being applied and will be appl

to insensate industrial leaders who are not doing their bit

cut down pollution.

We finally came to a dirt road marking the boundary

between pine and deciduous woodland. We sauntered along it

for "a piece." A downy woodpecker flitted past and glued

(Continued on page 22)
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THE general policy of heedless exploitation prevalent in

the early days of our country resulted in the extermi-

nation of the beaver in \irginia long ago. In recent

years our State, along with many others, has restocked this

valuable animal and he has taken to his former haunts and

prospered. The people responsible for bringing back the

beaver undoubtedly thought this was a good thing but they

could hardly have anticipated the full benefit and success

of the venture.

Water is essential to all life, even more than food as it is

needed more frequently. The range of the smaller forms of

wildlife is quite limited and some cling very strongly to the

home area. Many of our smaller streams go completely dry

nearly every summer. To the animals depending on such

water sources, that means move or die. I have never seen a

dry beaver pond so long as the dam was intact. The water

of beaver ponds is available to anything that needs water.

fLATTAUS AND FLAT WATER By J. R. BOLDRIDGE
Disputanta

Naturally water loving species like muskrats, ducks, and fish

benefit most, but all wildlife does benefit to some degree.

Deer are often found around these ponds and are quick to

use them to elude pursuit. Beaver may well be the prime
factor in bringing back the beautiful wood duck from the

brink of extinction. Man has not been reluctant to use

beaver pond water and has used it for fighting fire, for

irrigation and for watering livestock.

It is apparent that a beaver pond is not a permanent thing.

When the available food is cut down and drowned out, the

occupants will move if they have not done so before. Of
course the time needed for this varies as to the size of the

pond, the type of trees, and various other factors. Often the

move is a short one, and more or less gradual, so that other

animals just tag along. When the pond is finally abandoned
and maintenance of the dam ceases, the dam will break
sooner or later. The water will drain out and a heavy growth
of succulent vegetation will spring up in the fertile bottom,

forming a beaver meadow. This is another boost to the

local wildlife. Eventually, woody growth will take over again
and perhaps another pair of beaver will find in it what they

are looking for.

Preferred habitat of beaver seems to be gently rolling

country with small, slow moving streams. They can and do
get along in swamps and mountains and about anywhere
between, so long as they have trees and a reasonable degree
of protection. It has been said that beaver are haphazard in

selecting pond sites and there is plenty of evidence of this.

There are also a lot of times when they show almost human
judgment in this matter. I know one spot where the breaks
in an old earth dam were repaired by beaver, and another
where they built a supplemental dam above a concrete dam.
They frequently get into trouble by damming spillways,

Sixteen foot canoe in foreground gives an idea of size of tfiis well

constructed and maintained beaver lodge.

overflows, and culverts. They generally manage to select a

site that will produce a basin entirely adequate for their

needs.

The beaver is not considered a very intelligent animal.

His logging work is sloppy and very inefficient too. In engi-

neering and construction, the beaver is far above all other

members of the animal kingdom, since he fabricates a

variety of structures, all of which serve their purpose quite

well. The house is typically a roughly conical pile of sticks,

well plastered with leaves, mud. and any other suitable

material to be had. It will average perhaps eight feet in

diameter at water line—some being much smaller and some
well over twice that. Probably most are built out in and

surrounded by water. They are also often built against a

bank, tree, or other object. Some say the idea of the moat

surrounding the medieval castles was borrowed from the

beaver. There was a beaver in Europe, though not the same

as ours, so that is a possibility. Quite often where banks are

suitable, beaver will not bother to build a house, but dig a

den after the manner of stream muskrats and live in that.

The dams are constructed of the same material as the

houses and are built along remarkably sound scientific

principles. The downstream side is rather steep and the

sticks show plainly. The upper side usually has a gentle

slope and is well plastered. Stress points are braced with

sticks placed parallel to the flow and with the upper ends tied

into the dam. All of the structures of the beaver are care-

fully maintained while in use. but this is most noticeable on
dams. Often there will be a complicated system of check

dams, which relieves the strain on the main dam. Canals

are also dug and used extensively by beaver, for they had
rather swim than walk and can move their food and build-

ing material much easier by floating than any other way
available to them.

In common with many other rodents, beaver store food for

the winter. This consists of a pile of small saplings and brush
of whatever food wood is locally available, placed adjacent

to the dwelling. It is stacked rather neatly and very com-
pactly under water and coming up to the surface. The method
by which this wood is held under water is not generally

known. Some say it is held in place with mud, but if so, it

does not show on top. In this area the feed pile is often not

used at all but if a hard freeze comes it is available. In this

respect the beaver has an important advantage as tree bark is

available the year around.

(Continued on page 22)
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MOONSHADOW ON THE DiSMAL SwAMP
And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord God, that I

will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the earth

in the clear day: . .

.

—Amos, viii, 9

IF
75.000 people were heading, as our radio said, for Vir-

ginia Beach to see the total eclipse of the sun on March

7, 1970, we knew that was one place we wouldn't be

going. It wasn't hard, either, for us to choose an alternative.

We wanted to be in a wilder place, without crowds, a place

in keeping with the mood of awed solemnity and primitive

excitement that I recalled from a total eclipse seen in

childhood.

Even today, when scientists can predict eclipses, explain

the solar corona, determine the chemical composition of the

sun, tell us what causes Baily's Beads and the shadow bands,

a total eclipse of the sun still arrives with much of its ancient

force as a portent in the sky.

The heart of the Dismal Swamp was, we decided, the place

where a view of the eclipse would have the most impact of

all. So, on that clear, bright, warm, almost spring morning

of March 7, we started for Suffolk, with a gallon of lemonade

and a bag of apples. At a drive-in, we picked up hamburgers

and French fries and headed for the Jericho Ditch lane

where we hoped to find "Capn" John Lynn, octogenarian

keeper of the gate, to unlock the chain and let us in.

We were startled to find the field at the entrance to the

lane from White Marsh Road overlaid with great steel power

company installation materials, for we hadn't realized that

the electric company was involved in such an operation in

the swamp.

"Capn" John was at home and unlocked the gate for us.

He said he thought we could make it to Lake Drummond.
"I went through yesterday," he told us. "Go by Lynn Ditch,
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not Jericho. Watch out for holes."

We soon saw that a Jeep would have been more appropri-

ate than our white Rebel station wagon. However, Holly got

out to act as pilot for our difficult passage. By walking ahead

of the car, beckoning and signaling, she kept me on what

was often the one possible track. Sometimes that wasn't

enough. Then I too got out and we both hunted for pieces

of old brick and slabs of "juniper" (white cedar) to put into

the ruts, whose high walls we then knocked in. Some of the

old tracks were very deep and full of water.

As we were driving along the Washington Ditch, I decided

I wanted to stop the car and climb to the middle of one of

the hunters' log bridges across the canal to see how the

beginnings of the eclipse showed up in water. Though I

dared but a very quick glimpse of the black moon nibbling

at a preternaturally white sun—not knowing how dangerous

rays might be reflected from the water—it certainly was far

more exciting than the image we had been projecting

through a pinhole onto cardboard.

The eclipse overtook us just this side of the lake. The

striations of light and shade, a pattern of lines moving

rapidly perpendicular to their length, were signals to us

that totality was approaching. These patterns result from

corrugations introduced into the nearly plane waves of light

reaching the earth from the sun through irregularities in the

refraction of the earth's atmosphere.

The light before the great darkness was not yellow, as I

recalled it from the eclipse of 1925 in Connecticut. Rather,

a strange drab grayness drained the woods of the begin-

nings of spring color. Toward the lake, however, there was

a blueness and a pink tinge along the edges of the water

which Holly said looked "like a premature sunset."

Meanwhile, the warmth of the day turned to sudden chill,
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By ULRICH TROUBETZKOY
Richmond

Photos by \ ilna Troubetzkoy

with an enveloping cold that seemed to rise up from the

swamp as the moon's shadow raced across the earth. In one

of Plutarch's dialogues, he gives, regarding an eclipse 899

years ago, a perfect description of what we were seeing and

feeling

:

(The eclipse) which, beginning just after noon.

showed us plainly many stars in all parts of the

heavens and produced a chill in the temperature

like that of twilight.

I dared another .swift look at the dark water to see if I

could find reflected the phenomenon called Rally's Beads,

which is caused by the sun showing through the irregular

outline formed by the mountains and the valleys of the

moon. It struck me then that this was the first total eclipse

visible in this part of the world since men have walked

upon the moon.

When I looked again, the black moon had blotted out

the sun entirely, except for the wavering white gases that

were streaming around it like fiery swirls of hair. From
eclipse to eclipse the corona shows diff"erent pulsating forms,

relating to magnetic fields and electric currents. An in-

advertent look I got while trying to manipulate the camera,

showed an irregular flower-like form. From the Dismal
Swamp, Venus was plainly visible and a sprinkling of stars,

but I dared not look except to glance away.

Everything seemed to be moving very fast, and, of course,

it was. The umbra had first touched the earth in the

Pacific, off" the west coast of Mexico. Traveling nearly 1,500

miles per hour, it darkened the Isthmus of Tehuantepec at

10:10 a.m. The 84-mile-diameter shadow swept across the

Gulf of Mexico, but clouds hid the eclipse over southwestern

Florida at 1:17 p.m., and the sky was overcast for the most
part as it passed over Georgia.

Above our Virginia swamp, though, the spectacle took

place in the clarity of a dark blue sky for 169 seconds, be-

ginning at 1:34 p.m. Then the great shadow flowed away,

toward the Eastern Shore, where such scientists and V.I.P.s

as Werner von Braun and Barry Goldwater, were watching

not only the celestial fireworks, but earthling rockets that

were fired from NASA's Wallops Island, during totality

to learn more about the earth's atmosphere. Thence the

moon-darkness moved across the ocean, touched Nantucket

Lsland. the eastern shore of Nova Scotia, crossed New-

foundland, passed out over the Atlantic and left the earth

before it reached the coast of Scotland.

In the Dismal Swamp, the day was surging back, from

night to twilight, to sunset, to almost noon. The greens of

pine and "juniper" and the reds of March maple buds

returned. The lake glared nearly white. The birds awoke

from their silences. Ducks rose squawking from the edges

of the lake. A great blue heron flapped into the sky. A
cardinal flared against the gray winter woods. A hawk

glided against the still strange light.

The cypress knees, which had been bleached, resumed

their mahogany shades and some showed a patina of green

moss as though they were indeed the bronze figures so

many of them resemble in their swamp groupings near the

lake.

We resumed our unfinished lunch, sitting on the steps of

the Lady of the Lake Hunt (!lub. built out over the water.

I tried to point out to Holly the Indian chipping stone I

had seen when the water was low, but the lake was too dark

and high. However, we got talking about the Indians who
had once hunted there and speculating about the awe they

must have experienced at such a sight as we had seen, that

strange and rare alignment of earth, moon and sun, as we
stood, chilled in the brief dark umbra of the moon.

We spoke too of old eclipses such as that which stopped

the war between the Medes and Lydians more than 2500

years ago. However, nowhere in literature or history had

we happened upon an account of an eclipse viewed from the

heart of the Dismal Swamp.

Ours was an adventure in near solitude, unlike the mass

"happening" at Virginia Beach, where the crowd actually

applauded the performance on its celestial stage. In the

swamp we felt strangely close to those who had shared the

experience in wonder long ago ... at Stonehenge ... in

Babylon . . . the ancient eclipses that were inscribed on

oracle bones in China thousands of years ago.
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A
LESSON

IN

PLANT

By DR. J. T. BALDWIN. JR.

College of William and Mary

Tipularia in flower. Photo

by Julie Hotchkiss, August
1969.

FOR many years I have taught a course in field botany

at William and Mary, and from this experience I have

repeatedly found that lack of an educated eye deprives

those who walk through the countryside of many pleasures,

and that relatively little instruction may compound over and

over what a student will see during the rest of his life. (I

speak here of botany, but the same holds for literature, fine

arts, any intellectual area.) A student recently expressed

what I mean thus wise: "Thank you so very much for help-

ing me to discover things I've never before seen." That

student had not had a course in introductory botany, nor

did it matter.

Consideration of three native orchids will illustrate my
point. I select plants that can be observed and enjoyed in

Virginia throughout the year.

First, Tipularia discolor, the Cranefly Orchis: the generic

name (Tipularia) , because of a fancied resemblance of the

flower to a kind of insect; the specific name (discolor),

"two-colored, from the contrast of the upper and lower leaf-

surfaces." This is a common plant in many hardwood forests

in all parts of Virginia, with a range to Massachusetts, to

Texas, to Florida. A second species is in Asia.

Tipularia has a fleshy underground stem that in early fall

produces a single leaf, green above and purple below. It

becomes a sort of game to lean down and examine the lower

surface of the leaf to find whether a deep purple will sup-

port one's identification. With onset of summer the leaf

withers away.

The underground stem, rich in food, now sends up a

flowering stalk twelve to fifteen inches tall. No trace of the

leaf remains. The flowers are greenish tinged with brown,

yellow, or purple; they open in late July or August and

eff"ectively blend with the debris of the forest floor. To see

them thus camouflaged requires a bit of looking, but once

recognized they can thereafter be easily spotted. The flowers

are beautiful orchids in miniature, a mere fraction of an

inch across with a relatively long spur from the lip.

Aplectrum hyemalc is suggestive of Tipularia, but really

the two plants are quite different. The underground fleshy

stem of Aplectrum is much bigger than that of Tipularia

and affords a basis for the common name Puttyroot; since

these stems are often in pairs, there is a second common
name, Adam-and-Eve. The single leaf of Aplectrum is bigger

(to six inches in length) and coarser than the leaf of

Tipularia, has white lines along it, and does not have the

intense purple on the lower surface. The leaf appears in

autumn and decays in spring—in May with us. This ac-

counts for the .specific name, hyemale (of winter).

Puttyroot sends up a flowering stem about fifteen inches

tall with a lax raceme of a dozen flowers, more or less. They
are greenish or yellowish and variously marked with purple

and have a spread of about half an inch. The fruits are

rather striking from summer through the winter.

Aplectrum is a monotypic genus (i.e., with a single

species) restricted to temperate North America, with oc-

currence from Canada to Georgia and Alabama and to a

number of states west of the Mississippi. Abundant in parts

of its range, it is elsewhere scarce. It favors rich hardwood
forests; widespread in such situations in Virginia, the plant

on the Coastal Plain seems to prefer moist locations in

ravines.

Goodyera (after John Goodyer, English botanist of the

17th century) comprises about twenty-five species through-

out the world, with two species in Virginia. We are con-

cerned here only with Goodyera pubescens, the Downy Rattle-

snake Plantain, which is frequent in dry or moist woods

throughout Virginia; it extends to the deep south, into

Canada, and westward to Iowa and Minnesota. It takes its

common name from the checked or mottled leaves which,

according to superstition (not fact), when chewed and

applied to a rattlesnake bite is a strong antidote.

The plant, often in colonies, is handsome with its rosette

of leaves year-round and in August for its dense raceme of

white flowers that are downy.

The three orchids treated here often grow together on

the Coastal Plain, where Twayblade (Listera) and Showy
Orchis (Orchis) are not infrequent associates. Perhaps the

same is true in other areas, but for that I cannot vouch.

My hope is that all who read this account and who later

walk through the woods of Virginia will be on the lookout

for these orchids and appreciate them for what they are.

The plants photographed grew within four miles of Wil-

liamsburg.

Goodyera {\e{t] by Julie Hotchkiss, August, 1969, and Aplectrum by

Carlyle A. Luer, May, 1969, both in flower.
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Watching the Great Blue Wader

DAWN was just breaking when we entered our blind

at the swamp's edge, but even at that early hour we

frightened away one of the great birds.

Our quarry was the great blue heron, America's largest

member of the heron family, and perhaps its most elusive.

With its keen eyesight and acute hear-ing, the great blue is

impossible to stalk. The birds had always taken flight at

their first glimpse of us, even when we were over 200 yards

away. This was our third and last day in the blind.

We had made the blind at the edge of a swamp where we

had a clear view of open marsh. The blind was like those

used in duck hunting—weeds and brush piled between the

birds and ourselves—but we put a canvas over our blind

and covered it with additional brush so we would be com-

pletely hidden from the herons. At 7 a.m. we began our

wait.

We wanted to arrive before the birds, which would prob-

ably mean a shorter wait. When we had come the evening

of the day before we had scared the herons away, and they

had not returned at all before dark.

Great blues feed at all hours of the day, as we discovered

that early September morning. They will feed most of the

day, too, if food is plentiful and they are not disturbed.

Their diet consists mainly of fish, but also includes frogs, in-

sects and small snakes. While they prefer swamps and

marshes, they also visit open meadows and cultivated fields

in search of mice and ground squirrels.

We were hoping they were after fish that day in the blind,

and after an hour of waiting we learned that they were. One
of the great birds landed in the top of a pine 50 yards away.

Minutes later, another joined it.

It was the first close view I had ever had of the great

blue heron, and I thought their combined weight might

snap the treetop. The birds are huge, standing about four

feet high when straight up, and having a wingspan of five

to seven feet. As all members of the heron family, they have

long stick-like legs, graceful curving necks and sharp pointed

bills. The great blue is slaty-blue in color, with a yellow bill

and dark greenish-brown legs.

In the blind we hardly dared to move, for the herons

looked straight at us, as if to laugh at our hiding place.

They sent deep coarse croaks in our direction, but refused

to come down out of the pine.

Suddenly a third great blue flew over the trees and landed

beside a small pool in the marsh, a hundred yards away.

This seemed to be the signal, for the two herons in the

pine joined it immediately.

Author Steve Price prepares to enter blind. A great blue spears wha
takeoff. The herons' flight becomes

I'hoto by Bettv Kiiiclu

Photo by L. L. Rue, III

By STEVE PRICE
Clemmons, North Carolina

But it wasn't exactly a

friendly meeting, for they

jumped on the intruder with

flapping wings and spearing

bills until it was forced to

flee to another part of the

marsh. After it had de-

parted, the other two began

feeding.

Great blues, as all long-

legged wading birds, are

fascinating to watch as they hunt their food, whether it is

by stalking or standing still. Stalking is not as frequently

performed, but still provides quite a spectacle. The birds,

often standing in water up to their bodies, .step slowly through

a pool, lifting each foot carefully and deliberately above the

surface, then sliding it into the water again without causing

a single ripple. The long neck stretches forward as the bird

scans the water for a fish. Then, spotting one, the neck darts

downward, and a fish, speared through the body or clamped

between the bird's mandibles, is secured.

The two great blues we watched were experts at their

fishing, but they were also gluttons. For 30 minutes they

stalked the small pool, catching and eating small fish. Then
one speared what appeared to be a 12- or 14-inch catfish.

This time the bird walked back to shore, flipped the fish

headfirst down its throat, and swallowed it.

It sipped a few drops of water, then stood quietly on the

beach to let the meal digest. In less than half an hour it

was fishing again.

The second great blue also speared a large catfish and

this time after swallowing it, Betty and I saw the bird clean

its bill on a stump. First one side, then the other, was

raked across the stump, much as I have wiped a knife blade

over grass after cleaning a fish.

With both great blues standing still digesting their meals,

the blind suddenly became cramped and hot. A small Ameri-

can egret fished far out of camera range on the other side

of the marsh, but it was the only life we saw with the

herons. Great blues are generally solitary birds and feed

(Continued on page 22)

t appears to be a catfish (center). Another launches himself in an ungainly

graceful after they attain cruising altitude.

S. Price photns
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CONSERVATION. Pollution. Environment.

These are household words as the Old Dominion
enters a new decade of hope, promise and uncertainty.

Like storm clouds on the horizon of an otherwise perfect day,

environmental pollution casts long, sinister shadows into the

seventies.

But like most clouds the pollution overcast holds a silver

lining. For today conservationists are being heard at the

highest levels of government. The astute politician of 1970

does not dare turn a deaf ear to a serious and knowledgeable

conservationist. As a result the wheels of government are

beginning to grind out positive corrective action.

No less a political authority than President Richard M.
Nixon has stated: "We still think of air as free. But clean

air is not, and neither is clean water. The price tag on pollu-

tion control is high. Through years of carelessness we incur-

red a debt to nature, and now that debt is being called."

And in his State of the Union Message: "But the time has

come for emphasis on developing better ways of managing
what we have and of completing what man's genius has

begun but left unfinished."

These knotty problems, regardless of how new they may
be to the White House, are old ones to the Virginia Wildlife

Federation. The environmental problems which are now
being discussed in high places are the same ones a handful

of Virginians foresaw two decades ago. To cope with them
they banded together and formed the Federation. This year

it celebrates its 20th anniversary.

Informally, many of the elder statesmen of the Federation

were .serious conservationists long before the organization

became a reality.

These men were outdoorsmen, primarily hunters and
fishermen, whose frequent jaunts into Virginia's vast out-

doors convinced them of the need for more formal manage-
ment of our natural resources. Many conservationists have a

hunting and fishing background. Years ago they foresaw the

environmental problems that loom so formidable today.

One by one they gathered recruits to the cause and

eventually laid the foundation for a strong federation of

sportmen's clubs. Many of these clubs were already strong

in their own localities, but lacked the means to attain a

coordinated effort in tackling problems of a broader scope

such as often popped up on a state level.

The Virginia Wildlife Federation has come on strong.

Its 20 year record is a good one. The 1970 version is a

strong statewide organization of affiliated local clubs operat-

ing on their own and conct-ntrating on local problems, but

always available for help with state or national conservation

problems.

Early in its history the Federation recognized the stake of

like organizations in Virginia's outdoor heritage, and sought

the affiliation of other outdoor oriented organizations. This

move brought the support of bird watching, camping, hiking

and other such clubs.

The Federation formed an early, though informal, alliance

with the Commission of Ga,me and Inland Fisheries. Officers

or directors of the Federation are in attendance at most
meetings of the Commission, and it is a rare Federation

meeting that does not have a representative of the Com-
mission present. Over the years the Federation has carried

the desires of its members to Commission meetings and in

turn has helped sell the Commission's programs to the public.

By BOB GOOCH
Troy

Pollution of our streams has long been a major concern

of the Federation, not only for the threat it poses to fishing,

boating and waterfowl, but also because of the danger to the

health of our people. By comparison air pollution is a

yearling, but the Federation already has this villain under
surveillance.

Proponents of spraying insecticides and pesticides en-

countered an early and powerful adversary in the Virginia

Wildlife Federation. As the result of strong opposition such

as demonstrated by the Federation and other conservation

organizations, many deadly pesticides have been banned.

These are just a few of the vital areas of environmental

protection in which the Federation has been active during

the past two decades. They serve to illustrate, however, that

all of those working for a better environment in 1970 are

not newcomers to the game.

Back in 1965 the \ irginia Wildlife Federation, in coopera-

tion with the Sears Roebuck Foundation, sponsored the

first Governor's Conservation Achievement Program in an

effort to bring recognition to Virginia citizens working for

the cause of conservation. This is an annual program culmi-

nating in an awards banquet in Richmond. The program has

become very popular, and has been successful in creating

a public awareness of the conservation movement.

Carl A. Wiberg, 3336 Spring Lane, Falls Church. Virginia

22041, is the current president of the Federation. He follows

a long line of conservationists who have led the organization

in its crusade for a better environment in the Old Dominion.

Most of these men are still just as active as they were when

they were wielding the president's gavel.

Others should join the battle. With their help the Virginia

Wildlife Federation can stretch that silver lining from

Chincoteague all the way to Cumberland Gap long, before

this decade is lost to the history books.
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TRI-STATE FISHERIES CONFERENCE HELD IN ROANOKE. More than fifty persons representing the

fish divisions of the Game and Fish Departments of West Virginia, Virginia and

Kentucky met in the annual Tri-State Fisheries Conference at Roanoke in late

February. Host for the two-day event was the Fish Division, Virginia Commission

of Game and Inland Fisheries.

Discussions conducted during the conference ran the gamut from the results of lake

fertilization in the waters of the tri-state area and the results of pollution
evaluation to methods used in estimating inland commercial fish harvests.

In one of the final papers which were presented to the conference, R. V. Corning of the

Virginia Commission discussed "Population Influx and Sediment Movement , Major

Threats to Aquatic Life," pointing out that although people all over the

world are now becoming conscious of air and water pollution, the problem of

sedimentation has been with us all along and is getting worse.

TIDEWATER RESERVOIRS TO SUPPLY INTENSIVE FISHING DATA. Water supply reservoirs for the cities

of Newport News, Portsmouth and Norfolk, which are managed for fishing as part of

these cities' recreation programs, will be used by the Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries as the main source of data for an important new study of fish production and

fishing success in such impoundments.

Under the plan, a certain number of fishermen each day will be asked to provide detailed
information on their catch, the number of hours fished, etc. , and have their creel

examined and weighed. In return for this small inconvenience, the fishermen may be

rewarded with better catches as the information gathered is used to improve

management

.

The study should reveal which species contribute most to the fishing, which grow fastest and
what type of regulations lead to the maximum harvest. Complete weather information

and chemical analysis of the water is available for these reservoirs in connection
with their water supply function. Striped bass, muskellunge and northern pike have

been stocked in some of these lakes and the detailed data provided by the study

should help greatly in evaluating the potential of these species.

Beyond the fact that the information gained from this study can be applied to a dozen or more
reservoirs in the tidewater area, it will have even more significance in the future,

since the number of reservoirs of this type is certain to grow at the same rapid
rate as the population. Thus, for the resident of these big metropolitan areas,

water supply reservoirs hold the greatest future potential for providing him with
freshwater fishing opportunity and the more we know about managing such lakes

effectively, the better will be his fishing.

Among these lakes are some that consistently produce the most citation largemouth in the

state and others that produce the largest pickerel. The results of this study, when
computer analyzed, may reveal the reasons and point the way to methods of developing
this kind of fishing in all lakes. According to Corning, this will be the largest
controlled sampling ever attempted in Virginia.

Norfolk lakes to be included in the program are Lakes Smith, Prince and Western Branch.
Portsmouth's Lakes Meade and Cahoon are to be included as is Powells Lake, a private
lake open to public fishing near Williamsburg. Daily fishing permits are required at
all these lakes , the receipts from which help to finance the fisheries management
program on the lakes. The cooperation of fishermen is essential to the success of

this research project.
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A flat, paved trail tells how Massanutten Mountain came to be. The Outdoors Patterns for People program makes it possible for even the handi-

capped to take part in rewarding outdoor experiences.

THE mountain water chilled their feet. They heard the

birds and wind in the forest trees. The smell was
spring. These kids were having fun, even though they

could not see their exciting new surroundings.

"Hey! This is neat! Feel this rock." A 9-year-old boy

from a school for the blind had found a new interest. "I've

never waded in a stream before!"

This visually handicapped group was just one of over a

hundred different groups to visit Massanutten Mountain on

the George Washington National Forest in Virginia. Here

the U. S. Forest Service has launched a new pilot program,

called Outdoor Patterns for People. This program is aimed

at examining new ways the National Forests can better serve

an increasingly urban-trending populus.

Let's take a trip to Massanutten Mountain and see what's

going on. Pretend for a moment that we are at the im-

pressionable age of 12, and members of a sixth grade class.

We have just arrived at the Massanutten Information Station

near New Market, Virginia. For many of us it will be our

very first forest adventure. Each of us has a lunch and

we'll spend the entire day.

First, we are greeted by a forest naturalist who tells us

about all the things we're going to do today. "Did he say

something about a rock collection and Indians?" We see a

The very young, the very old, and the handicapped all have taken part in outdoor activities on Massanutten Mountain.
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i: The visually handicapped youngsters at left are having fun even though they cannot see their exciting new surroundings. Right: One drop of acid

on limestone, and It fizzes.

slide presentation about the forest and wild animals. "I didn't

know a rodent's teeth never stop growing."

Near the Information Station is a trail called Discovery

Way. It is flat and paved so that everyone can use it, even

those in wheelchairs. On Discovery Way we learn what a

forest really is, and what it looks like from the inside. We
learn what a tree uses for food. We discover some animal

signs and collect some leaves. At trail's end we make leaf

prints of dogwood and other local plants, using an ink pad,

paper, and some file cards. "You know, the Forest is not so

scary after all."

Following a short ride on the schoolbus, we stop at a big

sign picturing an open book and words that read, "Mass-

anutten Story Trail." This trail is flat, and paved too, and

has some neat looking wooden bridges. It also has signs that

tell about the geology of the area. Just off the trail, we find

outdoor classrooms where we can sit down and review some

of the things we learned at school. By seeing the fossils, we
can discover that the area was once under an ocean—an

ocean that made rocks out of sand and gravel and stuff. "It's

fun to make a collection of six different types of rocks and

glue them in a small box. I'm going to show this to Dad."

At the end of the trail, we stand on a windy overlook and,

like high-flying birds, we see the Shenandoah Valley over

(Continued, next page)

Below, right: By banging two rocks together, modern "Indians" try making hide scrapers and other stone age tools.



Strangers in the Forest (Continued from page 15)

one thousand feet below. "Hey! There's a buzzard!'" We can

imagine the Shenandoah River carrying little bits of rock out

to the Atlantic Ocean, and maybe making new rocks.

A short ride on the schoolbus and we arrive at an authentic

Indian chipping ground. Here we learn about the "red man"
who lived here for 10.000 years. Sitting Indian-style we learn

how the Indian lived off the land. He made his tools from

rocks, one of which was used to remove the "goo" from the

inside of deer and buffalo hides. Each of us gets a set of

rocks and some safety goggles, and by banging two rocks

together, we make an Indian hide scraper all our own.

"Ouch! I hit my finger!"

It's time to go eat lunch. At Camp Roosevelt Recreation

Area we can all picnic together. There's only 15 minutes for

lunch. "Hey! That Ranger has a banjo!" We sing some
homespun melodies of times past. "I've Been Working on the

Railroad . .
." We learn how the early settlers had fun.

After a few minutes of singing, we sit down and try

making an Indian sand-painting, using colored sand and

some glue. We draw something we liked best about the forest.

Following these activities, we visit a Forest Management

Aerial view of Massanutten Mountain, a mixture of private and public

land and one of Virginia's most unique and beautiful mountain formations.

Study Area where we learn the many uses modern man makes

of his forested environment.

The day ends at about 2 :30. We take home with us leaf

prints, a rock collection, a sand-painting, an Indian hide

scraper, and probably some other neat .stuff. And maybe
we'll also take home a new appreciation for the outdoors and

a lot more interest and concern for our environment.

Today about 70% of our population lives in urban areas.

In the future more and more will move from farm to city.

In an urban world of concrete, noise, smoke, automobiles

and city dwellings, people have become farther and farther

removed from the forest and field upon which they still

depend.

Consider these questions. Where does water come from?
Where does paper come from? We should be greatly con-

cerned that these questions are all too often answered, "from
a tap," or "from the drugstore." Much of our population is

losing an understanding and appreciation of our natural

environment.

As mankind has developed his technology, our lifcgiving

air, water, and countryside have become infected. In the

same age we send Americans to the moon, we let our earthly

environment deteriorate.

Again, imagine yourself a sixth grader. You have the

alarming prospect of growing up and watching your sur-

roundings spoil. Even more alarming is the fact that you

could be indifferent about it all.

One of the objectives of Outdoor Patterns for People is to

study and develop methods for presenting th(> outdoor world

to everyone. All day adventures, conducted by forest natu-

ralists, are being offered to interested groups. These pro-

grams emphasize fun ways to learn about nature. The par-

ticipants are not passive listeners. They are part of the ac-

tion, being continually involved in activities that offer

exciting learning experiences.

Some people may never have the opportunity to partici-

pate in a forest adventure. The Forest Service is trying to

reach these people. The very old, the very young, the handi-

capped ; either physically, visually, or mentally, and the

underprivileged have all taken part in outdoor activities on

Massanutten Mountain. For most it was a strange new

experience.

Be("ause of its great beauty, its rich history, and its near-

ness to the Washington Metropolitan Area, Massanutten

Mountain was chosen as a "proving ground" for the Out-

door Patterns for People program. Both people and forested

land are abundant. Massanutten Mountain is a unique iso-

lated mountain range right in the middle of the Shenandoah

Valley, bordered on both sides by two forks of the legendary

and beautiful Shenandoah River.

As part of the George Washington National Forest, the

mountain now offers camping, picnicking, hiking, boating,

swimming, and many other recreational opportunities. The

mountain is a popular hunting and fishing domain for

modern sportsmen. Along with recreation, timber and wild-

life are being actively managed. The Forest Service will con-

tinue normal management practices, and will use such things

as timber sales and wildlife clearings to teach sound manage-

ment techniques.

The Outdoor Patterns program has been in operation just

over a year. It is still in its infancy. A master plan is being

written to set forth proposed programs and goals, both for

now and for the future. The Forest Service, working with the

people of local and statewide organizations, hopes to make
this a model outdoor education and recreation system. The

ultimate goal is to see this type program spread to other

National Forests, and to other organizations such as local

school systems, towns, city parks, etc.

In the past year, nearly 5.000 group members have par-

ticipated in conducted activities on Massanutten Mountain.

In addition some 16,500 people have visited the Massa-

nutten Information Station. Successes during the past year

point out that nearly everyone wants to and can enjoy their

forest heritage. They no longer need to be strangers in the

forest.

The general visitor is always welcome to Massanutten

Mountain. The Information Station is open from mid-March

until the end of November. Walk a trail, or wade in a

stream. If you have a group or school class who would like

to participate in a naturalist guided, day-long experience,

contact the Forest Supervisor, George Washington National

Forest, in Harrisonburg, Virginia.

Thousands of people already know the charm and beauty

of Massanutten Mountain. Many more will become ac-

quainted with it in the future. It is hoped that future visitors

will not only have an enjoyable and relaxing experience, but

an educational one as well.
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LAKE AND POND PRODUCTIVITY
as related to fishing and fishermen

IF
you are a typical fisherman, you undoubtedly have

heard at one time or another that the reason fishing was

poor at a certain pond or lake was because productivity

was low. Or perhaps you have heard that an existing fish

population was small because of poor lake productivity.

Probably what was meant by productivity was never ex-

plained or was vaguely defined. One reason for a vague

answer for such an important matter is that productivity is

difficult to explain and define in a few words.

Overall productivity of a lake or pond, besides including

the production of fish, also includes the production of bac-

teria, algae, zooplankton. insects and higher plants that in-

habit the water. All of these forms are related in one way or

another to the quantity of fish an angler might catch each

season. How is this possible?

The major building blocks for productivity of a lake or

pond are normally mineral elements, especially calcium. Re-

cently, studies carried out by Mr. Roland and Dr. Gumming,
through the VPI Cooperative Fisheries Unit, vividly por-

trayed the importance of mineral elements. A soft water

reservoir having low levels of mineral nutrients, with a total

alkalinity of 10 to 12 parts (mostly calcium carbonate) per

million parts water, was studied for a period of time. A hard

water stream that was rich in mineral nutrients was then

diverted into the reservoir. Total alkalinity of the reservoir

following stream diversion rose from 10 to 12 parts to around

50 parts per million parts water, or about a five fold increase

in alkalinity. Age and growth studies conducted for white

sucker which inhabited the reservoir disclosed that after

extra dissolved nutrients from the hard water stream were

introduced these fishes nearly doubled in their rate of growth.

A knowledgeable fisherman might say, "All of the fish I

have ever caught including white suckers had either insects,

plant life or fishes in their stomachs. How can variations in

mineral nutrients such as calcium, phosphorus and mag-
nesium affect the quantity of fish produced, for fish never

feed directly on minerals?"

The major limiting factor in productivity is generally the

amount of building blocks available from which new plants

or animals that serve as food for others can be formed. In

the case of algae and many bacteria the supply of minerals

and elemental forms available in the water limits the size

of the populations that can develop. A given number of blocks

or minerals are required to build each individual alga or

bacterium. Inefficiency exists in the micro-world, ju.st as in

our own, and the number of blocks required for construction

is always in excess of the total number that are eventually

incorporated into a particular organism. Some blocks or nu-

trients are needed simply as a source from which to make
selections, like at a supermarket. Other blocks may not

measure up in quality or form and some may not be used

because of the excessive efforts required on the part of or-

ganisms to reach and utilize widely dispersed blocks. Others

are required to take care of daily maintenance or upkeep
of organisms, just as one can expect a certain outlay of cash

or materials for repairs on any house or building. Still others

may not be used because complementary building materials

(in the form of other minerals) are unavailable. For instance,

materials to build a roof would be of little value if wall

building materials were impossible to obtain.

By RAYMOND V. CORNING
Supervising Fish Biologist

Carbon, nitrogen, calcium, potassium, sulfur, phosphorus,

sodium, magnesium, iron, manganese, zinc, copper and boron

are other elements required in various forms and amounts by

plants and other organisms. While only minute quantities of

some are required, like manganese and zinc, if they are lack-

ing completely the overall productivity of a lake may be al-

most zero. In other instances excessive amounts of certain

elements may repress or eliminate productivity.

Some fertilization studies were carried out recently at

Lake Orange (a lake of relatively low natural productivity)

by Fish Biologist Prosser and his assistant, Fielding Tanner,

under Federal Aid Project F-20. Small additions of certain

trace elements increased productivity significantly. On the

other hand, initial concentrations of zinc as low as 0.25 parts

per million parts water were found to sterilize water columns

in which the concentration was introduced. Nearly complete

sterilization lasted for five days. Iron and manganese con-

centrations rose to possible lethal levels for fish and other

forms of life at various times in the lower portion of the

same lake because of natural conditions.

To illustrate the importance of elemental nutrients, let us

take the third most abundant elemental nutrient in most

algae—calcium—as an example. The amount of calcium

contained by lake and pond waters of Virginia and nearby

states varies from around 6 to 215 pounds per acre of water

that is one foot deep. Normally, only the top 15 or 20 feet of

water receive enough sunlight to support significant plant life

(as the density of minute plants increases in water the depth

of sunlight penetration decreases). Multiplying the above

figures by the maximum depth of sunlight jjenetration. we
can arrive at a rough estimate of the amounts of calcium

present and usable by plants, i.e., 120 to 4,300 pounds of cal-

cium per surface acre of sunlit water. However, it has already

been pointed out that much of this calcium actually is un-

available for use by plant and animal life. Just how inefficient

are algae at extracting calcium from surrounding waters?

Waters of Virginia and adjacent states probably maintain

20 to 760 pounds (dry weight) of algae and microorganisms

per surface acre based on a production of .176 pounds of

dry organic matter per pound of calcium present. Several

authors have indicated that the live or wet weight basis for

algae is often around 10 times the dry weight. In other

words, about 1.0 pound of calcium must be present to pro-

duce 1.76 pounds of live organic matter. However, the

average amount of calcium incorporated into algal tissue

appears to be around 0.1 per cent of the total weight of tissue

material (based on 14 species of algae). This would mean

that around 570 poimds of calcium must be on hand for

every pound of calcium used by algae, or a ratio of 570:1.

On a live or wet weight basis the total standing crops of

algae and microorganisms in our region would be about ten

times the dry weight, or approximately 200 to 7.600 pounds

per surface acre (depending on the calcium content of the

water).

Now to relate the above estimates to fish productivity. The

200 to 7.600 pounds of algae and microorganisms existing in

regional waters are fed on by insects, zooplankton and certain

fishes such as white sucker, gizzard shad (alewife), golden

shiner (roach), chubsucker (mullet) and threadfin shad.

Once again conversion of raw materials to flesh is rather
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Lake, Pond Productivity (Continued from page I7)

poor for the reasons outlined earlier, although the conversion

of algae and microorganisms to flesh is much better than in

the case of calcium to algal material. Nevertheless, fish and

insects compete with one another for algae and microorgan-

isms as a source of food, reducing the amount available to a

single group.

At a ratio of 1 pound of algae and microorganism feeding

fish and 1 pound of insects and zooplankton produced per 10

pounds of algae and microorganisms existing (a not unrea-

sonable figure), ranges of 20 to 760 pounds of fish and 20

to 760 pounds of insects and zooplankton are possible when

equal competition is assumed between fish and insects-zoo-

plankton (seldom occurring in nature)

.

Certain fishes like the bluegill feed extensively on insects

and zooplankton, though they may consume algae or other

microorganisms on occasion. If it is assumed that bluegill and

other insect-zooplankton consumers feed entirely on these

sources of food and that the food to flesh conversion factor

is 5:1, then crops ranging from 4 to 152 pounds for insect-

zooplankton feeding fishes is possible from waters containing

120 to 4,300 pounds of calcium per acre of sunlit water. Be-

cause bluegill, etc., feed to some extent on algae and other

organisms, standing crops may be somewhat above the pre-

dicted estimates in certain lakes or ponds.

Largemouth bass, chain pickerel and several other preda-

tors such as striped bass feed almost exclusively on other

fishes. However, though the conversion factor for food to

flesh is also around 5:1 for many predator fishes, at least one-

half of most prey-fish populations are too large to be eaten.

This reduces the amount of food available to predatory fishes

by an equal amount.

What is the most likely range of food in pounds per surface

acre available to predatory fish species? It was determined

that standing crops of insect feeding fishes could range from

4 to 152 pounds and for algae and microorganism feeding

fishes from 20 to 760 pounds. Collectively, this would mean
that 24 to 912 pounds of forage are available for predatory

fishes. Applying the food to flesh conversion factor for

predator fish species (the kind most fishermen hope to

catch) and the unavailability of one-half the prey species,

the total pounds of predator fishes of all species combined

can be estimated for the two calcium levels. Total pound-

ages of predator fishes that are possible according to food

supply range from 2.4 pounds in calcium poor waters to

91 pounds for calcium rich waters.

Consolidating the previous computations into graphic

form gives a good generalized picture of the compositions

THEORETICAL COMPOSITIONS OF REGIONAL WATERS
CONTAINING 120 TO 4300 POUNDS OF CALCIUM

PER ACRE OF SUNLIT WATER
(WET WEIGHT)

Minimal Range— Maximal Range—
120 lb 4300 lb

Species Calcium Calcium

Predatory fishes 2.4 lb 91 lb

Insect-zooplankton

feeding fishes 4.0 lb 152 lb

Algae-micro-organism

feeding fishes 20.0 lb 760 lb

Insects 20.0 lb 760 lb

Algae and

micro-organisms 200.0 lb 7600 lb

Total Fish 26.4 lb 1003 lb

Total Plant-

Animal Life 246.4 lb 9363 lb

of regional fishing waters (see table)

Despite the fact that 871.200 cubic feet of water per

surface acre may be inhabited by predatory fishes in any

given body of water, nature has dictated that under even

the most ideal conditions the standing crops of predatory

fishes will not greatly exceed 90 pounds per acre in our

region. One conclusion is now obvious: waters teeming

with largemouth bass and other predatory fishes exist only in

the imagination and perhaps in the pens of various sports-

writers! Probably by now it is also apparent why the

abundance or lack of mineral nutrients affect the overall

productivity of any water and why nutrient levels of lakes

and ponds eventually affect the fisherman and his catch.

As a fisherman you may question the foregoing figures

at the low end of the scale—26.4 pounds of fish per surface

acre in calcium deficient waters. From past experiences you

probably feel that no local waters were ever that lacking in

fish. You are right. What has been presented in the previous

discussion is a model of what might exist if time and move-

ment along with other outside influences could be stopped.

Naturally this is impossible in nature.

Lakes and ponds have a constant renewal of nutrients

from inflowing waters and other outside sources such as

falling leaves. Organisms extract many of the inflowing

nutrients as they become available and incorporate them

into living matter. Eventually a portion of the incoming

nutrients becomes available for maintaining fish popula-

tions in excess of the previously predicted levels. Leaf ma-

terial is especially important in highly infertile swamp-fed

ponds and lakes of the tidal region. According to one au-

thority, zoo-plankton ( an important food organism of the

black crappie and several other commonly encountered

fishes) mainly feed on detritus such as decomposed leaves.

Without a constant inflow of detritus, fishing in tidal ponds

would be exceedingly poor in most instances. Nevertheless,

not all or even a large portion of the inflowing nutrients

remain in the lake or pond. Many nutrients and much
living matter pass downstream with outflowing waters. Others

are taken away as creeled fish.

Nutrient poor and nutrient enriched waters can be com-

pared with a group of near-starving prisoners and with their

jailers who live in complete luxury. To the prisoners a little

food could mean the difference between life or death. If

the total number of prisoners was increased for some reason

without an increase in food, death would result for many.

If more food was made available, the number of semi-

starving prisoners could be increased. Additional food for

the jailers would mean little; their numbers and abundance

would be set by factors unrelated to food. Efficiency charts,

political whimsy, pay scales, etc., would more likely control

the total number of jailers.

LIsing the same reasoning, an influx of nutrients from in-

flowing waters increase the number of organisms supported

by nutrient deficient lakes or ponds to a marked degree. Con-

trastingly, in nutrient rich waters, outside factors such as the

amount of sunlight available for plant growth prevent utili-

zation of inflowing nutrients as efficiently as in nutrient

deficient waters. In fact, the theoretical levels of abundance

for nutrient rich waters that have been presented probably

approach actual regional conditions, but further additions of

calcium or other nutrients would have little effect on stand-

ing crops of fish or other organisms.

The previous discussion has dealt with theoretical levels

of abundance for fish although the possibility of variations
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from predictions has been pointed out. Does theory com-

pare favorably with field situations about which fishermen

are more familiar?

First, let us compare the predicted ranges for pounds of

fish per surface acre that were based on calcium with in-

formation obtained from lake and pond drainings: (1)

Twenty-four pounds of fish per surface acre was the mini-

mum poundage recovered out of 29 ponds and 6 lakes that

were drained during a Virginia fish production study. The

lowest poundage was from a pond low in calcium content.

(2) One pond, receiving large quantities of elemental nu-

trients from a barnyard in which the pond was located,

supported the maximum standing crop—645 pounds per

acre. (3) Standing crops of fish from the 6 lakes (inter-

mediate in calcium levels) varied from 88 to 184 pounds

per acre. (4) The pounds of predatory fish in the 6 lakes

never exceeded 30 pounds per acre, while the populations of

predatory fish in the ponds never exceeded 65 pounds. Ob-

viously, the total crops of all fish and total crops of predatory

fish that were recovered in draining studies fit well with

predictions.

Airfield Lake, Sussex County, has a very low calcium

level which closely approaches the regional minimum. Lake

water contains approximately 6.5 pounds of calcium per

acre foot of water, or 130 pounds per acre of sunlit water.

Only 30 pounds of fish per acre should be present accord-

ing to calcium content, and populations of algae and micro-

organisms should not exceed 229 pounds per acre. Algae

populations in Airfield Lake are very poor. However, the

lake is swamp fed and receives large quantities of leaf

detritus and organic matter from swampy grounds sur-

rounding the lake. As mentioned previously, zoo-plankton

are able to utilize organic matter as a source of mineral

supply. Fishes like the bluegill, flier, crappie and bullhead

feed extensively on zooplankton if available. It is not sur-

prising, then, to find that the yearly fisherman harvest is

approximately 15 pounds of fish per surface acre. Nor is it

surprising that 50% of the catch consists of zoo-plankton and

insect feeding fishes (bluegill. flier, bullhead and pumpkin-

seed), followed in about equal amounts by predatory species

(largemouth bass, chain pickerel and yellow perch) and by

a species that feeds on both insects and fish (black crappie).

Actually, the total standing crop of fish in Airfield Lake

is probably between 3 and 6 times the annual harvest, or

between 45 and 90 pounds. This would mean that fish popu-

lation predictions based on calcium abundance were below

actual field conditions. Still, the principle behind the pre-

dictions was not invalidated as calcium was being supplied

in another manner, through leaf detritus.

Claytor Lake in Pulaski County maintains a calcium con-

tent of around 760 pounds per acre of sunlit water. Applying

the previous means of calculating standing crops, the follow-

ing crops are estimated per acre of lake surface: predatory

fishes—16 pounds; insect-zooplankton feeding' fishes—27

pounds; algae and microorganism feeding fishes—134

pounds; all fish combined—^177 pounds; insects—134

pounds; algae and micro-organisms—1,338 pounds.

Fishermen do not fish Claytor Lake heavily, with an an-

nual average of about 13.5 fishing hours per surface acre.

Annual harvest is around 1.8 pounds per surface acre (well

below Airfield Lake). Bluegill make up about 38% of the

catch, crappie—37%, largemouth bass—13% and the re-

maining 12% consists of channel catfish, walleye, spotted

bass, smallmouth bass and other assorted species.

Is the total standing crop for Claytor Lake also 3 to 6

times the annual harvest rate as was the case for Airfield

Lake, which would mean a total standing crop of 5.4 to 10.8

pounds per acre? The answer is no. Airfield Lake is 115

surface acres in size while Claytor Lake is around 4,500.

The efficiency of fishermen as far as catching fish, along with

fishermen visits, is always lower on large reservoirs. Many
reasons exist for this discrepancy. Limited numbers of

access points, distances between choice fishing areas and the

inability of fishermen to reach all "hotspots" on each visit

tends to reduce fishing success on large reservoirs. Depth

distribution is another factor. Fish confined to small bodies

of water are seldom able to disperse as widely in depth or

distance, thereby increasing chances that a lure or bait will

reach their vicinity and entice them to bite.

Since the total standing crop of fish in Claytor Lake is

not 3 to 6 times the annual fishermen harvest, is it the

same or does it exceed the estimated poundage of 177 pounds

that was calculated on the basis of calcium content of the

lake? It appears that the total standing crop of all fishes is

somewhat below the predicted 177 pounds per acre.

Nutrients in the form of detritus and dissolved minerals

continuously enter the reservoir from upstream sources, but

the watershed to water surface ratio of the lake is so large

most nutrients move into, through the lake and downstream

in a short interval of time. Much of the organic matter and

many microorganisms and zooplankton populating the lake

are carried away in the same manner. On the average, the

entire water volume of the lake is exchanged every 39 days,

or a turn-over of 9 billion, 300 million cubic feet of water

occurs every 39 days. Such a rapid exchange is a highly

detrimental influence to fish productivity.

Shorelines at Claytor Lake are precipitous and rocky,

preventing the accumulation of organic matter or the es-

tablishment of rooted water-loving vegetation along the

shore. These factors also decrease overall lake productivity.

Additionally, lake investigations have indicated that in this

particular lake fishes that feed on algae and microorganisms

are missing, or nearly so. This means the predicted popula-

tions of game fish as well as the overall total poundages of

fish cannot be attained because a maximum crop of forage

fishes does not exist. Alewife and several other forage fishes

have been stocked in the hope that they would become estab-

lished and would be able to utilize the unused crops of algae

and microorganisms.

If forage fish become established in Claytor Lake (and it

appears alewife may have been established), game fish

populations will probably reach and possibly surpass the

predicted poundage of 16 pounds per surface acre. Never-

theless, even with the establishment of algae and micro-

organism feeding fishes, it is obvious that due to the rapid

downstream movement of nutrients, microorganisms and

zooplankton, along with poor shoreline development and rela-

tively low calcium-nutrient levels, Claytor Lake will never

become (and never has been) a fisherman's Utopia.

Now that it is apparent that Claytor Lake is not a fisher-

man's Utopia, what about a lake having a high calcium and

nutrient content? Lake Powell, an 80 acre semi-public

fishing lake in James City County, is rather unique in the

Tidewater Region for the water contains a high calcium

content. Waters surrounding Lake Powell are generally lack-

ing in calcium and other needed nutrients, but a fossili-

ferous seam (St. Mary Formation) that is high in calcium

carbonate forms a portion of the bed of Lake Powell. Cal-

cium dissolving from the seam raises calcium content of the
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water to around 2,285 pounds per acre of sunlit water 20

feet deep. To be realistic, the estimated amount of calcium

must be reduced by about one-half, as the lake is around

10 feet deep.

The following productivity is estimated for Lake Powell

using the corrected poundage of calcium and the estimating

procedures previously outlined for determining standing

crops: predatory fishes—24 pounds; insect-zooplankton

feeding fishes—40 pounds; algae and microorganism feed-

ing fishes—200 pounds; all fish combined—264 pounds; in-

sects—200 pounds; algae and microorganisms—2,000

pounds. Despite reducing the standing crops by one-half in

order to compensate for the shallowness of Lake Powell, it is

obvious that the lake should be more productive per acre of

water if compared to Claytor or Airfield lakes.

Fishermen have been making approximately 20 visits per

surface acre to the lake each year, below that recorded for

Airfield Lake but well above Claytor Lake. Catch records

for an entire season are unavailable, but limited creel data

indicates that the total annual harvest of fish exceeds 40
pounds per surface acre, or more than twice that of Airfield

Lake.

Over the past few years Commission citations have been

issued for sunfish. largemouth bass, black crappie and chain

pickerel taken from Lake Powell. As one example, Mrs.

Unice Gray caught two citation-sized bluegill on the same
day in 1967. Sunfish fishing was particularly good during

that year and. although only four citations were issued by

the Commission, according to concessionaire records a total

of 45 sunfish weighing one pound or more were captured

during a two-month interval. The largest bass known to have

been taken from the lake was captured last August by Roy
Slage. This bass was only 24 inches long but weighed 10

pounds and 3 ounces.

Lake Powell offers an opportunity to study productivity

changes that may be possible in other nearby lakes if they

can be artificially modified to duplicate Lake Powell condi-

tions. For this reason, a cooperative agreement has been

reached with the lake concessionaire. This year creel in-

formation will be collected by the concessionaire using

special IBM cards. The cards will then be collected, proc-

essed and evaluated by the Commission's Fish Division.

Productivity information is valuable not only for deter-

mining good places for fishermen to fish and for providing

information on the value of modifying lake environments,

the information can also help to protect fishery resources.

Fishing information obtained in the future at Lake Powell

will supplement other information now being assembled by

some geology students (under the direction of Dr. Gerald

Johnson) from the College of William and Mary. The stu-

dents are studying physical, chemical and biological changes

taking place in the lake as a result of accelerating sedi-

mentation rates. Nearby highway construction and mainte-

nance activities, along with recent housing development

activities in the surrounding area, are supplying ever in-

creasing quantities of mud. sand and silt to the lake. Docu-

mentation of activities detrimental to lake productivity, like

the ones now being experienced at Lake Powell and at many
other lakes, and proper dissemination of such information,

can help to protect fishery resources for ourselves as well as

future generations.
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By ALICE MICHEXER
Arlington

THIS is a success story—for us suburbanites, and for

the English sparrows which frequent the premises of

our home the year round.

For several years, we have hoped to see the successful

rearing of young by these plucky little "imports"' from the

British Isles. We, too. were "imports" of a sort—fresh from

the temperate \^Vst Coast, and unaccustomed to the numbers

of insects that abound during the sub-tropic summer months

in Northern \ irginia. "Cheapside," (as Hugli Lofting has

fondly dubbed him in one of his Doctor Doolittle tales
)

,

seemed the bird to encourage as tenant. His seemed the only

species to thrive in crowded Suburbia—with the notable ex-

ception of the loathsome starling. With the sparrows nest-

ing in our trees, there would be no need for poisonous in-

secticides. We would enjoy the proximity of this small,

possibly last, vestige of wildlife in what we regard as a

sterile concrete "jungle."

Our neighbor donated several hand-made birdhouses

—

one for each tree on our property. A native Virginian, he

had seen his large landholdings devoured by taxes and en-

gulfed by the expanding city until he was left with but a

small half acre of garden. He. too, relies on birds for insect

control, subscribing to the principles of organic farming.

The adaptable sparrows readily accepted the proffered

housing. But soon we became aware of a strange rivalry.

No sooner were their eggs laid than the "Cheapside" nests

were raided by starlings, who, normally, paid their kind

little heed. If a few eggs remained to hatch, the fledglings,

too. were quickly dispatched. Foraging did not seem the

starling intent: rather, dominion over territory. (The coarse

fellows truly appear at times to outnumber all other feathered

city dwellers.)

We decided to make it impossible for the starlings to

thrust their heads in the sparrow houses. We nailed "covers"

over the original openings and reduced the "doorways" to

the size of a half dollar. This, the sparrows could barely

negotiate: it was a tight squeeze to say the least. We were
impressed by their determination to maintain these new-
found abodes.

But the starlings persisted. With their long bills, they

poked at the nesting material inside, dragging it out—to-

gether with eggs and fledglings—littering the ground below
with debris and carnage. On several occasions, we were able

to return a rudely evicted infant, climbing a stepladder and
gently shoving it back in the birdhouse with gloved hand,
although this precaution proved unnecessary. It was soon

apparent "Cheapside" was not a bird to abandon an off-

spring returned by human hand. In fact, throughout these

rescue attempts, the parent birds were near at hand, seem-
ingly urging us on with their excited chirping.

Our next move in defense of our birds was to try a dif-

ferent design in birdhouses—this one, larger and deeper
to keep the nesting material well below the high-placed

portal. The starlings would be foiled at long last.

But it was we who were foiled this time. The English
sparrows worked doubly hard to fill their larger domiciles
to the brim, and soon the vandal birds, which now included
an occasional blue jay, were back in business!

This spring, after the predicted pillage commenced, tiring

of the heart-breaking clean-up of clutch after clutch of newly-

laid sparrow eggs, we decided to remove the birdhouses and

put an end to it all.

Luckily, before this plan was implemented the Boy Scouts

came to the rescue. Quite by chance, I might add.

With a Scoutmaster husband and two teen-age sons active

in the Scout program, I'm used to collecting all manner of

"useful" camping paraphernalia—right down to leftover

plastic bottles from laundry aids. My husband uses these,

tops removed, as lightweight "wash basins" on Scout outings.

I had as many tops to Sta-Puf bottles as birdhouses when it

crossed my mind they, too. might serve a useful purpose. By

heating in boiling water, I was able to form a flange at the

base of the bottle-neck with which to nail it to the birdhouse.

The result was an odd-looking "front porch" or "so-

larium," as we came to call it. for the semi-transparent plastic

portal seemed just that. Now the "inner" door could be en-

Tops from semi-transparent plastic bottles made odd looking "solarlums"

when attached to the front of bird boxes.

larged. (We had never enjoyed the sparrows struggling

through the smaller hole, necessary as it had seemed at the

time.) The raiders would be unable to get at eggs or young.

Our sparrows were understandably wary of the strange-

looking additions to their familiar nest sites. The price of

acceptance might have been a matter of weeks but for the

fact one of the houses already boasted an egg or two, and

the mother was eager to return. It was a gratifying moment
when she first entered the solarium.

Since then, there has not been a single instance of bird-

house plundering! The long-billed vandals quickly discovered

the solarium porches were foolproof against poaching.

Later, when the fledglings were about to leave the nest,

they would take turns sunning, waiting to be fed, in the

safety of their plastic porch. If danger threatened, they

would quickly retreat inside the birdhouse. The returning

parent hastened feeding by ingeniously clinging to the end
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Solarium Solution (Continued from page 21

of the bottle-top, fanning his or her strong tail feathers under

the solarium for a grip, much as fingers are used, against

the pressings forward of the hungry crowd waiting inside.

At times we wondered during rain storms if the solariums

would prove a problem, collecting water. But very little

"pooled" inside on the curved "floor." Just enough for a

drink for a thirsty birdlet—something the birdhouses by

themselves could not offer.

I don't know if the insect population has significantly

declined about our home. I like to think so. I do know, as an

amateur conservationist, it is deeply gratifying to see the

English sparrows—a small "herd" now—busily foraging

our lawns early mornings and late afternoons, replete with

young.

Their sunset convocation in our neighbor's majestic maple

tree, joined by countless of their fellows from nearby sparrow

communities, is as exhilarating and consonant an outpouring

as it is mysterious.

Perhaps they are rejoicing at having bested the starlings!

It does appear the latter have diminished significantly in our

area lately. They may have yielded this territory to "Cheap-

side" after all.

Ecology (Continued from page 6)

itself on a pine and began tapping away, the little red spot

on the back of its head bobbing back and forth.

Soon we left the road and entered the hardwood area. In

a few minutes we heard Demo up ahead, howling. We came
up upon him, his head and torso swallowed up by a hole

beneath the roots of a large beech tree. He wailed and whined.

Some animal was in the hole, out of his reach. Finally,

frustrated, he backed off and I stuck a long dead branch

into the hole and wiggled it about. I heard a distinct growl.

I decided to leave whatever it was alone. Demo soon became
disinterested in the hole and left. We all left ....

As we headed for home I thought about the world's dis-

appearing wilderness. Some of it can still be preserved. Some
of it, through government agency, is being preserved. But

for how long? How long can monied interests and industrial

lust be held off? How long before conservation and preserva-

tion programs become watered down in the name of human
need?

We in America must be made to realize that wilderness is

useful as recreation as well as something of beauty and solace

and must be preserved at all costs. Attitude must change.

Man has suddenly become a natural factor, godlike in his

capacity to destroy a physical earth. He must be made to

understand animals were not made just for HIS need, but

were also made for themselves and the needs of future man.
Animal needs must be considered too. Animals must be
preserved for no other reason than they are living beings,

that they bring the world diversity and make it more
interesting. These are reasons enough.

Otherwise, man will be like the wounded hyena in Hem-
ingway's Green Hills of Africa. He graphically describes the

animal trying to devour its own insides.

We are eating ourselves up with pollution today. Let's

have sense enough to seek the ecologist's advice and heed the

laws of nature that will conserve what wildlife and wilderness

is left. Else we are doomed to be consumed by ignorance and

indifference into a sterile society of sidewalks and sameness.

Flattails and Flat Water (Continued from page 7)

The usual location of a beaver flowage involves small trees

of little value. Sweet gum, tulip poplar, willow, birch, maple,

and alder are favorite woods. The distribution is unequal so

it is not possible to say which is best liked. Sweet gum is

probably most used, but availability rather than taste is likely

the reason. Beaver do not always use sound judgement, from

man's viewpoint, in choosing a location. I have seen a con-

siderable acreage of good hardwood sawtimber drowned out

by the pond. I also know where a very nice grove of pine in

sawlog size is threatened.

Many of us enjoy studying, observing, and perhaps photo-

graphing wildlife. For this, the beaver is a near ideal subject.

He has little shyness about man, frequently carrying on his

activities close to good roads, nor does he confine his activi-

ties to the hours of darkness. He is large enough to be seen

at a good distance and leaves many signs of his presence.

Besides that, he has a romantic past, having figured impor-

tantly in the settlement of our country and that of our neigh-

bors to the north. He is a useful and welcome citizen returned

from a too long absence.

The beaver is the largest of our rodents. To call him a king

sized muskrat would be nearly accurate. The color and shape,

except for the tail, is quite similar. The body of the beaver

continues to grow throughout his entire life, and specimens

of over one hundred pounds have been recorded. In this area

fifty pounders are respectable and sixty-five pounders are

rare but present. Beaver mate for life and establish them-

selves at a chosen site. In due time the female often becomes

so cranky that the male has to leave for a time. The young,

usually about four in number, are born during this period

and continue to live and work with the parents. The second

year the process is repeated, these young also becoming part

of the household. With the coming of the third litter, the first

will be forced to leave. This system provides a labor force for

the extensive work that has to be done and gives the young a

training period.

Naturally it is necessary to trap beaver at times when their

activities cannot be tolerated. No method yet discovered will

cause them to move with any certainty, but there is a method

that can be used easily and cheaply to stabilize the water

level in many cases and make a potential nuisance colony a

valuable asset. Your Game Commission has information on

this.

Great Blue Wader (Continued from page 1 1 )

alone or in small groups, but when nesting season arrives,

it's a diff"erent story.

Nesting begins about February, and runs through April.

The great blues gather in communities ranging up to several

hundred birds, and nest high in trees, with many birds using

the same tree. The nests are stick and twig platforms as much

as a yard across, lined with moss or pine needles. Four to

seven pale green eggs are laid and incubated for approxi-

mately 28 days.

Great blues winter from South Carolina to Florida, but

breed all along the Eastern seaboard. They're fairly com-

mon in Virginia.

At 10 a.m., after three hours, it was time to leave the

swamp, even though the herons had resumed their feeding.

They had never come closer than a hundred yards, and as

we stood they scrambled into the air with startled frenzy,

flapping their great wings and dragging their skinny legs

until they were airborne at last. Then the neck folded back,

the legs straightened, the giant wings began their slow

rhythmic beats, and they were over the marsh and gone.
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By DR. J. J. MURRAY
Lexington

THE grebes, closely related to the loons, are, like their

larger relatives, diving birds. H. K. Job, in his book,

Spnrt of Bird Study, which everyone interested in

birds should try to get, says that horned grebes are birds of

the water. They are sometimes trapped in a small crooked
stream where there is not room enough for them to patter

over the water for sufficient distance to get a good start for

flight. Even on a large body of water this bird prefers to

escape by diving rather than by flying. Once in the air,

however, they are good flyers. They migrate for great

distances.

Like its relatives among the grebes and loons, this bird is

oriented to the north. It nests as far north as the Arctic

Coast, coming into the United States during the breeding
season only in the northern parts of our most northern states.

In winter some of the species come as far south as Florida

and Louisiana.

In winter the horned grebe occurs rather commonly in

Tidewater Virginia, less commonly in the central part of the

State, and rather rarely in our western areas. There is a

summer (nonbreeding) record at Bone Island, July 2, 1921
(Poole, Auk 39, 273). F. R. Scott, John H. Grey, and Bruce
McCartney counted 396 at Yorktown on December 23, 1952.

An early date is September 24, 1954, at Fort Belvoir (J. M.

Abbott ) . It has been seen on the James-York Peninsula from

October 22 to May 26. Mrs. Mark D. Snyder recorded it at

Waynesboro on April 26, 1964. In Montgomery County

it is a rare winter visitor from October 24 to March 26, with

an April date by C. 0. Handley, Jr. Among summer records

are one seen by Scott at Chincoteague Causeway on June

14, 1953, and one seen at Parramore Island on August 15,

1953, by P. A. DuMont and others.

In the breeding plumage this grebe is a handsome bird.

The top of the head in front and the heavy ruffs on the sides

of the head are black, with a greenish tinge. The area be-

tween the black patches on the head is somewhat crested and

shades from yellow to brownish-yellow. The neck and the

sides of the body are colored with beautiful shades of chest-

nut. In winter both adults and immatures are dark above

and silvery white below. A good field mark at that season

is that the white areas of the cheeks almost meet behind the

neck. Winter or summer, it is a lovely bird.

A third of its food consists of water insects, about a

fourth consists of fish, a fifth of crawfish, and the rest a mix-

ture of animal and vegetable matter.
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Scientists Report Abundance of

Blue Crabs in Chesapeake Bay
Blue crabs are now more abundant

in the Chesapeake Bay than at any time

in the past 90 years. Not since com-

mercial fishing started in the 1870's

have so many crabs been reported or

remembered. This bountiful supply is

the product of the successful hatch of

crabs in 1968, first reported by Vir-

ginia and Maryland scientists in the

fall of 1968. It follows two years of

relative scarcity. 1968 and the first two-

thirds of 1969 will be well remembered
throughout the Chesapeake as years

when the production of crabs fell to less

than one-half former levels and the scar-

city forced prices to previously unknown
highs.

Instant Night Crawlers
Interested in carrying* night crawlers

in your car trunk without refrigeration

for months so anytime that you and some
water get together you will be ready?

If so, Pyramid Service, P. 0. Box 2136.

Decatur, Illinois 62526. will, for $1.98,

send you 32 page plans and instructions

showing you how to do it with inex-

pensive materials and a little spare time.

Waste Processing Research May
Result in Cleaner Outdoors

Outdoorsmen may see fewer junk

automobiles, tin cans and papers scat-

tered through the outdoors in the near

future if joint research now underway
by the U. S. Departments of Health, In-

terior and Agriculture pays off. At Madi-

son. Wisconsin, a pilot project has been

launched to process the city's solid

wastes into useful products by recovering

the basic ingredients. Under supervision

of the Health Department all trash is to

be fed through a huge grinder which
shreds everything including metal.

The Agriculture Department's Forest

Products Laboratory will develop ways
to separate paper waste and convert it

to products such as boxes, corrugated

board and tissue paper. The Interior

i)epartm(>nt's Bureau of Mines is already

recovering scrap metals, and the only

hitch is to develop ways of reprocessing

them at economical cost. The Bureau

also has a system of recovering glass that

can even separate the clear and colored

components.

Heavy wastes such as metals and glass

thrown away each year are estimated to

be worth $1 billion if recovered. Ap-

proximately half of the bulk of urban

refuse is paper and wood products,

which represent some 30 million cords of

wood. This is equivalent to the total

timber production from a million acres

of forest land.

Virginia to Host Water
Safety Congress

WATSB.
WISE,
SAVE
tlVES^

Virginia will be host to the 20th

annual National Water Safety Congress

to be held in Roanoke May 11 through

13. The group, composed of representa-

tives from state and federal government

agencies and private companies with an

interest in water safetv. will be head-

quartered in the Hotel Roanoke. The
program will touch on many aspects of

water and boating safety, including

operation of marinas, canoeing, weather

warnings, protective systems for water

intakes and discharges, and many more
interesting topics. Game Commission

safety officer J. N. Kerrick is in charge

of arrangements. Conference participants

will come from all over the United States.

Basic Fish Facts—An Aid to

Angling Success?

Can fish make sounds? How well do

they see? Can they distinguish one color

from another? Do they feel pain?

These and other questions have fasci-

nated fishermen since primitive man first

wet a line, sav the fishing experts at

Mercury Outboards. The answers to

some of the anglers" usual questions are

purely academic, while others give clues

to successful fishing.

Here are a few fads on which most

scientists agree:

Can a fish feel pain when he's hooked?

To some extent, but the sensation of pain

is probably not as keen as it is in

mamals. It's unlikely that a hooked fish

would pull so hard on a fishing line if

.such action greatly increa.sed its pain.

Can a fish make sounds? Some make
a grunting noise by forcing air from the

air bladder through their mouths. Others

gnash their teeth. Fishermen in Malaya

put their heads in the water and can

distinguish the direction and types of

fish making underwater sounds ( or so

they claim)

.

How do fish manage to support them-

selves at various depths so effortlessly?

Submerged, fish weigh little or nothing,

because the total volume of water they

occupy weighs about the same as they

do. Bottom dwelling species are heavier

than water.

How well does a fish see? Most

biologists agree that fish see clearly at

close range, but that their distant view

is limited. Fish can tell one color from

another. And they have preferences.

Bass, for instance, seem to favor red or

yellow lures, while northern pike often

show a preference for the red and white

combinations.

Are fish smart or stupid? Ask any

fisherman.

Southwest Sportsmen Trained as

Hunter Safety Instructors

Pictured here are part of a group of 26 mem-
bers of tfie Washington County Sportsmen's

Club that successfully completed the Game
Commission-NRA Hunter Safety Instructor train-

ing. Standing 2nd from right are Game Warden
Roy Smith, who assisted with the training, and,

at far right, Game Commission Chairman Ralph

Gunter. These Instructors will be training teen-

agers from southwest Virginia schools and youth

groups In the basics of safe firearms use.
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Test Time

One of three groups of 138 Warren County

Intermediate School physical education students

completing test In the four-hour hunter safety

classes sponsored by the Warren County Board

of Supervisors and the Game Commission. In-

structor was J. W. Simpson, game warden, as-

sisted by physical education teachers Charles L.

Bennett and C. Yates Hall, both certified hunter

safety teachers.

Science Enrichment Camp
Buck Hill Camp (Rt. 2. Mount Solon.

Va.) offers a program in environmental

science, aimed at involving young people

in the ecological realm, especially man's

role—past, present, and future. The staff

includes both teachers and students from

colleges and high schools, with coun-

selors selected for their interest in nature

study and in young people.

Camp Sessions—Age Group

June 21-July 4 9-11 (includes ,lay-long

July 5-July 18—9-11 fieki trips)

July 19-Aug. 1 12 to 14 (Ocean trip)

Aug. 2-Aug. 15 12 to 14 (Mountain trip)

Lyle G. Conrad of 2918 Westcott

Street. Falls Church, is the camp's di-

rector.

Wildlife: Measure of a

Healthy Environment
Ranger Rick poster, used in the promotion of

National Wildlife Week March 15-2), was
shown to Virginia's Governor Linwood Holton
by 7-year-old Carl Wiberg, Jr., of Falls Church.
The youngster accompanied his father to Rich-
mond to witness Governor Holton affixing his

signature to a document urging Virginians to

participate in Wildlife Week. Carl Wiberg, Sr.,

is president of the Virginia Wildlife Federation,
CnjTiniissioii plnitn by Sattcrlec
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Youth Conservationist

Commission piiotu by Kestcluo

Douglas Horn, Harrisonburg, Virginia, "Youth

Conservationist of the Year," receives his trophy

from Lt. Gov. J. Sargeant Reynolds at the 1969

Conservation Achievement Program banquet In

March of this year. The Program was estab-

lished by the National Wildlife Federation and
Its state affiliates— in Virginia, the Virginia Wild-

life Federation—and is jointly sponsored with

The Sears-Roebuck Conservation Foundation.

Douglas' award was "for his work to put into

practice sound principles of good land manage-
ment on his family's farm, and for his many
projects In forestry, water, wildlife, soil and
crop farming designed to bring to the attention

of his peers the importance of conserving our

natural resources."

Broadway Annual Event

Rockingham County Zone III Ruritan

(4ubs awarded prizes of $25 to Bobby
Zirkle (Timberville), $10 to Mike

Rhodes (Broadway), and $5 to Dennis

Estep of Fulks Run after their plantings

were judged best by Game Manager
Gordon Souder and Game Warden Jesse

Updike in the annual Broadway High

School wildlife food patch contest.

Seed Collectors

A loblolly pine cone collecting assignment last

fall netted Meade Anderson, Kim Jones, Leon

Marshall, and Bruce Anderson (from left), of

Mechanicsvllle, about $60. Pine seed may be

obtained only during a short period of the

year—after maturity and before scattering. At

the request of Edward D. Rountree, Hanover
County forester with the Virginia Division of

Forestry, the boys cut 20 bushels of firmly at-

tached cones from downed sawtimber.

She Cared

Recently 14-yr.-old Sally Oliver of

Lynnhaven wrote to Game Warden Area

Patrol I-jcader E. E. Walters, of Chesa-

peake, regarding a mallard killed il-

legally by a young trespasser:

"Tliank you for finding out who killed Her-

man and taking action. Sir, if it is you who

ends up with Herman's remains after the

trial, please give him a burial, if it's not

asking too much. I wanted so much to have

him stuffed, because he was so special.

"To me, Herman was a fellow with a per-

sonality that resembled mine. He was shy.

He hung around with a group of ducks dif-

ferent than himself. He was of a nature,

though, that longed for periods of solitude.

He was sort of an underdog. But I loved

him. He was more cautious of humans than

the others, but still nice—a roving spirit.

".
. . I'll never know, probably, if Herman

gave a quack about me, or what he thought

of humans. But I hope in the last minutes of

his life, that somehow he realized a differ-

ence between his murderer and his admirers

—the difference between appreciation and love,

and destruction and indifference . .

."

Novices and Veteran Report Hunting Success
14 yr. old Bob Hanback (left) of Alexandria took this 8 point, 160 lb. buck on Walker Mountain at

Deerfield on his first deer hunt—Thanksgiving Day, 1969. Another 8 pointer, 150 lbs., was taken

by 12 year old David Nunnally about two miles south of Jarratt in Greensville County—with his

very first shot at a deer. David used a 12 gauge automatic shotgun to put about 20 buckshot in

the deer's neck and shoulder at about 40 yards. The mounted bobcat was taken slightly over a

year ago at Flint Hill by John Bradberry with a Savage 12 gauge using ^6 shot. A veteran

sportsman with many game species to his credit, John, 16, finds gigging frogs an interesting,

hunting to fishing transition.

Photo by Pliilip H. Dale
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Now is the Time to Make Plans

for Summer Cruise

If you are thinking about doing some
outboard cruising this summer, you'll

have more fun if you take the time to

plan. Often it's the little extras that

make the big difference in the success

of the cruise.

Your first consideration should be

your equipment. While almost any out-

board boat is suitable for cruising on

selected waterways, it doesn't make
sense to cruise unsheltered offshore

waters in a 15-foot runabout. But with

that same boat you can have all kinds

of fun cruising protected inland water-

ways, such as a river.

Time is another consideration. Unless

you want to make it a combination auto-

mobile-boat trip, don't select a spot so

far that most of your time will be spent

on the road getting to and from the

cruise area. There are probably several

excellent areas located within a day's

drive of your home.

Once you have picked the general

area, select the specific waters you want

to cover. But don't restrict yourself with

a schedule that is too tight. You will

find cruising is more fun if you allow

enough leeway for making frequent

stops at various points of interest. No
doubt you'll find plenty of them.

Try to obtain detailed charts of your

cruise area before leaving home. Mark
the spots you want to visit. Check for

fuel and supply stops. If navigation

locks will be encountered, allow extra

time for locking through. If you plan

to sleep aboard or set up camp on the

shore, you need not- be concerned with

lodging facilities. Otherwise, check for

the availability of suitable waterfront

motels or cabins along the route.

Don't forget the kids. They can get

pretty rambunctious on a long cruise

if they do not have something to oc-

cupy their time. Keep them interested

by pointing out scenery and wildlife.

Explain the significance of marker

buoys, locks, bridges and commercial

vessels as they are encountered. Take
along a few of their favorite games. Of
course, youngsters are always eager to

to take a turn at the wheel. And re-

member, when kids are aboard, frequent

stops are a must.

An outboard cruise, whether it be

an extended two week trip or a weekend
jaunt, is an enjoyable and rewarding

break from routine living. A little bit of

advance planning can make it even

better.

Pre-Float Check May Help
Novice Boatmen

Before an airplane takes off, its pilot

goes through routine pre-flight check

list to make sure everything is in order

and functioning properly. Outboard

boatmen should follow much the same
procedure. Here's a pre-float check list

designed especially for trailer boatmen.

Before you leave home:
1. Visually check trailer tires to see

that they are properly inflated.

2. Make sure the hitch and safety

chains are secured.

3. Be sure the trailer lights are con-

nected and working.

4. Make sure the boat is tied down
and resting on the trailer properly.

5. Check to make sure the drain plug

is inserted in the boat.

6. Check your fuel supply. On long

trailering trips, it's better to travel with

the tanks empty and to take on fuel

when you reach your destination.

7. Make sure you have all the equip-

ment you will need. This includes re-

quired items as well as those you will

use for fishing, water skiing, etc.

8. Have your boat registration papers

with you or in the boat.

When you are ready to launch:

1. Check the drain plug again. This is

easy to forget.

2. Remove the tie-downs before the

trailer is backed into the water.

3. Attach a line to the boat before

shoving it off the trailer.

When the boat is in the water:

1. Before starting the engine, check

to make sure the fuel line is not kinked

or being pinched.

2. Check the steering system.

3. Be sure running lights are working

properly if you'll be boating after dark.

Although it looks like a long list, it

doesn't take long to go through it. Ex-

perienced boatmen do it automatically

and novice skippers can quickly learn

the routine.

Prevent Steering Failure

The old gag where the steering wheel

breaks off in the hands of an astonished

comic, leaving the uncontrolled vehicle

to careen wildly, is not so funny if you
are the driver and the vehicle is your

boat. Not that it happens very often, but

good boatmen have been known to have

a wheel come loose on them or have a

corroded rudder simply drop off.

A periodic check can prevent most of

the steering faults that cause major and
minor headaches for hundreds of pleas-

ure boaters each year.

A good place to start is the steering

wheel. Wheels may freeze from cor-

rosion or lack of lubrication. Use a

waterproof grease to lubricate cables

and gear systems located near the wheel.

Occasionally check the hub nut or the

steering wheel to see that it is secure.

Check the steering wheel drum to be

sure the cable feeds off and on the drum
without slacking or jumping. Outboard

steering cables may stretch. They should

function smoothly, with enough tension

so that steering lines can't slip out of

sheaves or off the steering wheel drum.

Inspect cables on outboards and steer-

ing linkage on inboards. Replace frayed

cables and any worn components. Pul-

leys should be bolted, not screwed, into

place. If your outboard is fitted with a

mechanical steering system without pul-

leys and ropes, you only need to check

securings at the engine.

If your boat is used in salt water,

remove fastenings, look for corrosion

and replace anything questionable.

Inboard owners should make the same

thorough check as recommended for the

outboard operator, giving special at-

tention to all underwater steering com-

ponents, rudder, tiller cables, transom

brackets and all items that require

periodic lubrications to prevent exces-

sive wear. All worn or corroded parts

should be replaced.
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In a fisherman's paradise likeVirginia,
there's got tobe a catch.

Visit, write or call Virginia state travel service. 9th & Grace Streets. Richmond 23219, phone. (703) 770-4484


